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Abstract

The nature of the modification to neutrino lensing from galaxies, as caused by possible modifications to Newtonian
at large distances, is studied.
 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.
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1. Introduction

The validity of Newtonian gravity laws have bee
experimentally verified to distances as short as abo
tenth of a millimeter [1]. On the other hand there h
been no direct experimental verification beyond ste
scale distances. Possible modification of Newton
gravity both at small and large distances has bec
the subject of many new theories [2]. These
theories in which the universe is no longer fou
dimensional, the extra dimensions being invoked
solve the so called ‘hierarchy problem’ between sca
involved in the Standard Model of particle interactio
and the four-dimensional ‘Planck scale’ [3]. Kogan
al. [4] proposed in this connection a three-brane mo
of the universe which removes some of the drawba
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of the earlier brane model of Randall and Sundr
[3], which had only two branes. This model has t
distinct feature, unlike the two-brane model of Rand
and Sundrum, of having possible modifications
Newtonian gravity at large distances into a Yuka
type of interaction, rather than the 1/r gravitational
potential. The theory of course gives no indication
the range of such a Yukawa type potential but of cou
the success of Einsteinian general relativity dema
that the range of such a Yukawa interaction be m
larger than the size of the solar system. The Yuka
type of gravitational interaction also results from oth
approaches, like one involving higher terms in t
gravitational interaction [5].

Theoretically, in the context of brane world sc
narios in higher dimensions, there are problems
sociated with massive gravitons which have not
been resolved. There are issues arising out of the
that the number of degrees of freedom associated
gravitons in massive graviton theories changes fr
nse.
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five in a linearized theory to six when one goes beyo
the linearized version. Nonetheless, Damour, Ko
and Papazoglou [6] have demonstrated the possib
of solutions of a massive gravity theory which effe
tively corresponds to a Yukawa type of gravity at lar
distances from the source. Although it is by no me
true that a Yukawa type of interaction is the on
type of modification of Newtonian gravity at large di
tances, we will for analytic simplicity consider on
a Yukawa type of modification for gravitational inte
actions at large distances. Remarks on the natur
changes of our results for other possibilities will
mentioned at the end.

Phenomenologically the modification to Newtoni
gravity over large distances can be studied through
lensing of light and neutrinos, where we have their o
gins as far away from us. Lensing of optical imag
has of course been studied widely in the contex
standard Einsteinian gravity. Some time back McK
lar, Mahajan and two of us (S.R.C., G.C.J.) [7], stud
the possibility of using detailed data from the lens
of distant stars as a tool for studying possible mod
cations of Newtonian gravity at cosmological scal
Lately, neutrino lensing and their possible observa
has attracted much attention. In two recent papers
cribano, Frere, Monderen and Van Elewyck [8] ha
performed detailed analysis of magnitudes of neutr
lensing that can be expected from normal gravitatio
interactions with sources such as stars and gala
In line with our earlier study we devote this Letter
explicitly recording the nature of the modification
such lensing predictions of Newtonian gravity for
sphere of radiusR with a finite range Yukawa typ
interaction with a range in the cosmological scale.

The energy–momentum tensor of an ideal fluid
given by

(1)Tµν = pgµν + (p+ ρ)UµUν,

whereUµ is the four velocity. For spherically symme
ric systems that we consider,ρ, p andU are functions
of r only. Use of such an energy–momentum ten
in the standard Einstein equations for a spherical m
leads to a Newtonian gravity at large distances fr
the sphere. We use an ad hoc prescription to simu
an effective Yukawa type of gravity rather than Ne
tonian by adding toTµν above an extra term such th
.

the new energy–momentum reads

(2)T ′
µν = Tµν + Λ(r)

r2 gµν

and suitably adjust the value ofΛ(r) so that at large
distances we end up with Yukawa type of grav
Writing the four-dimensional line element in th
standard form

(3)

ds2 = B(r) dt2 −A(r) dr2 − r2dθ2 − r2 sin2 θ dφ2

we obtain the following equations for the compone
of the curvature tensor

(4)Rrr = −4πG(ρ − p)A(r)+ 8πG
Λ(r)

r2 A(r),

(5)Rθθ = −4πG(ρ − p)r2 + 8πGΛ(r),

(6)Rtt = −4πG(ρ + 3p)B(r)− 8πG
Λ(r)

r2
B(r).

In the matter free region,ρ = p = 0, we continue to
have

(7)
Rrr

A(r)
+ Rtt

B(r)
= 0

so that in this region we still haveA(r)= 1/B(r).
In the presence of matter the equation forA(r),

by standard manipulation of Eqs. (4)–(6) to elimina
pressure, becomes,

(8)
d

dr

(
r

A(r)

)
= 1− 8πGρr2 + 8πGΛ(r).

We can now assume a form forΛ(r):

(9)Λ(r)=Λe−λr
with λ andΛ being constants. Eq. (8) is then eas
integrated yielding

(10)
1

A(r)
= 1− 2GM(r)

r
− 8πGΛ

λr

(
e−λr − 1

)
,

where the constant of integration has been adju
to makeA(r) finite at r = 0 andM(r) is the mass
contained betweenr = 0 and r. Identifying

(11)8πΛ= 2Mλ

we get for values ofr outsideR

(12)
1

A(r)
= 1− 2GM

r
e−λr
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which is the Yukawa form of gravitation that w
desired to reproduce. The form ofA(r) given in
Eq. (10) is of course valid for allr and for values ofr
much smaller thanR, it can be approximated by

(13)
1

A(r)
= 1− 2GM(r)

r
+ 2Gλ.

The value of the functionB(r) for r > R is of course
the inverse ofA(r). To obtain values of the functio
B(r) inside the spherical core, we assume that
matter distribution in the core is Gaussian, in wh
case we can make the approximationρ � p and the
functionB(r) there satisfies

(14)
B ′

B
= 2M(r)

r2 .

As we have assumed a Gaussian matter distribution
density inside the core is of the form

(15)ρ(r)= ρ0e
−r2/r2

0 .

The massM(r) for such a density turns out to be

M(r)= M

R
re(R

2−r2)/r2
0
f (r0/r)

f (r0/R)
,

(16)f (x)= xex2
√
π

erf(x)− 1.

2

For r < R the functionB(r) is then

(17)B(r)= 1− 2M

R
e(R

2−r2)/r2
0
f (r0/r)

f (r0/R)
+O(

M2).
Given the functionsA(r) andB(r), the deflection

of a beam of neutrinos (assumed massless) initi
moving along the directionφ = 0 is given by

(18)φ(r)=
r∫

∞

A1/2(r) dr

r2

(
1

b2B(r)
− 1

b2
− 1

r2

)
,

whereb in the equation above is the impact parame
The total deviation of the beam is then given by

(19)"φ = 2φ(r = rmin)− π.
For neutrino trajectories which lie totally outside t
core, the above equation simplifies sinceA(r) =
1/B(r) there. We get

(20)y = 1

r
−M e

−λ/r

r2 ,

(21)φ(y)=
y∫

0

dy
1+ (2y − λ)Me−λ/y√

1/b2 − y2
+O(

M2).
Fig. 1. Graphs showing the deflection"φ in units of 10−5 radians for various choices ofλR, where M = MGalaxy = 1012M� ,
R = RGalaxy= 100 kpc andr0 = 0.2RGalaxy. Also shown is the graph for standard Newtonian gravity.
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The maximum value ofy is 1/b and the integral abov
can be easily numerically integrated to give the va
of "φ by Eq. (19). For trajectories that pass throu
the regionr < R, one has to numerically integra
using the value ofA(r) from Eq. (13) above andB(r)
from Eq. (17).

We display our results in Fig. 1 for a typical galac
mass and radius. As a variant of the Yukawa form
the interaction, we have also performed calculati
using Newtonian gravity up to a certain cutoff distan
followed abruptly by a gravity free region beyon
that. The results qualitatively are similar but to t
one above, but due to the discontinuous nature of
potential, the graphs show some ugly discontinui
which of course have no physical significance.

As expected, for neutrino trajectories that co
deep through the mass of the galaxy, the Yuka
nature of the gravitational force does not cause
change in the deflection of the beam. However, th
is considerable change in the deflection of the be
as expected, if the impact parameter is substant
greater than the core radius. Of course, in those
gions the deflection of the beam also decreases, m
ing observations there more difficult than trajector
through the core. It seems, therefore, that it would
quire some fortuitous circumstances of a suitable se
sources, from where neutrino beams would be len
through galactic masses, for observations to poss
detect changes in the law of gravitation for neutrin
Most certainly, the optical analog of such observati
present a more promising scenario for future exp
ments.
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